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I. IKTRODUCTION 
Although the chemistry of triposItive gallium has been 
extenslirely studied, knowledge of the lower oxidation etatee, 
particularly in the hallde gyeteme, is quite limited (1,2). 
Only the chalkog!©nldeg (i.e., the oxide, sulfide and eelenlde) 
of galliuBi(I) have been reported, while among the halidee the 
existence of only gallium dichloride has been substantiated. 
In the galliuia subgroup, the distribution of the valence 
electrons &b suggests the posfiibillty of both the + 3 
and + 1 oxidation states, corresponding respectively to the 
involvement of all the electrons and of only the single ^  
electron in bonding. The exletence of the 4- 1 oxidation state 
would result from the presence of an "inert pair" of jb elec­
trons in the outermost electronic level of theee atoms. This 
concept of non-bonding njB^ electrons, ae proposed by Eidgwlck 
(3)» hap been frequently used to correlate observed lower 
oxidation states with the valence electron configuration of 
the representative group elements. However, the existence 
of g&lliUE dichloride cannot be explained on this basis since 
divalent galliuia would Involve a single non-bonding; electron. 
In the gallium group, the etabillty of the -f- 1 oxidation 
state liicre&see with IncrefSlng atomic weight of the elements, 
the same trend that is observed among the other representative 
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groups. Only for thallium are the unlposltive compounds 
stable toward dleproportionatlon both in aqueous eolutlon 
and la the solid state, -ft few unipoeltive indium compounde, 
the halid®g and chalkogenides, are known in the solid state, 
but in water these disproportionate into indlumdll) and 
metal (4,5). 
Although the galliuiaC I) halides have not been obtained 
as solid coHjpotmd®, their pretence in the gas phaee has been 
detected epectroecopically at high teraperaturee (6,7). Cal-
eulatione based on the estimated thermodynamic values of 
Brewer ^  al. (8) indicate that these corapounde should be 
unstable with respect to disproportionation in the solid 
state, nevertheless, the presence of unipoeitive gallium 
as a solute gpeciee in fused gallium dichloride has been 
euggeeted to account for the slight solubility of gallium in 
that systeia. fhe monochloride could not be isolated, however, 
Bince the solution separated into the original component® 
upon solidification (9). Further evidence for the exietence 
of unipoeitive gallium in solution hae been obtained from 
the anodic oxidation of gallium in either glacial acetic acid 
or liquid ammonia (10,11). 
As previously noted, the chalkogenides are the only 
gallium(I) compounds reported to exist in the eolid state. 
CJastinger (12) reported the preparation of &a20, although he 
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gsTt no quantits.tlTe expsrlffientsl details to substantiate 
tJa# work. Brwlcl aM Ortner (13) obtalnea. (JagS ae a eublimate 
aftar r-eaueini? CJspS^ -with l^drogen at Kleiam and, Ycgel 
(14) obserred GagSe in the tiiermal analy85,e of the gallluia-
eelenlma Eystem, 
The salliuiH dihalldeg {chloride, bromide and iodide) 
%'-ere firet prepared bj'' de Boiebaudran In 1881 by the reduc­
tion of the trlhalides with galiiuffi at approxliEately 200° 
{15)* Since that time, only the dlchlorlde has received any 
eignifleant attention, and Einecke (16) h^e even expreesed 
doubt ae to whether the dllodlde was ever Isolated. Accord­
ing to Laubengayer and Schlrmer (l?), gallluai dlchlorlde is 
a white, crystalline eolid which melte at 170.5° to give a 
colorlee®, strongly-refracting liquid, fhe boiline: point 
reported d© Boisbaudran ie 535°» but Laubengayer and Schir-
mer found that above 200® dlsproportlonatlon into the metel 
and trichloride becoaeB appreciable. In the presence of 
water vaporj galllua diohLoride tteliqueeces to produce a 
brown, amorphou® solid. In water a Bimilar material ie 
foreied which slowly reduces the water with the evolution of 
hydrogen. &&111UIB dlchlorlde dlseolves in benzene apparently 
without reaction to the extent of ^.5 g. P®r 100 g. of 
solvent (9). 
I', 
The contention ths-t the dlhalldee represent true dl-
valeney of gallluia appe&re to be questionable. Magnetic 
susceptibility .meaeureiaents by IleiBBi and Tilk (18) demon-
strated that the dichloride ie dianiagnetic in the solid 
state, wh®r©&8 galllutt(II) should 8 paramagnetism 
correeponding to the spin of one unpaired electron. As a 
result of this evidence, they suggested that the odd elec­
trons of tw G-aCl2 units were paired in metal-raetal bond 
forroation, presumably as Cl2Sa-&aCl2, 
Lsubengayer and Schiwier (17) attempted to meaeure the 
vapor pressure and vapor density of gallium dichloride*, but 
due to extensive dieproportionation the results i-vere eomewhat 
ambiguous. In the vapor pressure region, the eye tern wae 
found to be divariant, a fact which wae not explained. The 
apparent molecular weighte calculated from the vapor density 
data decreased with Increasing temperature and approached 
that of 0aCl2. The author® interpreted these results quali­
tatively in terms of the gaseous species GaCl2, SagCl^, 
Q-aCl^ and Q'a2Clg, which may be related by the equilibria 
GmgCli^ = EGaClg (l) 
J.® a natter of convenience, these compounds will be 
referred to as gallium dihalides without implication as to 
the oxidation state of gallium or the formula weight of the 
compounds. 
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= ^GaOl^ (2) 
&6.2CXg — 2&aGX2 (3) 
fhug, tbey pree&iited these data as evidence tiaa.t tne vapor 
contained some Cl-aCl2 »ol®ciil©e in wiiicii galllura shotfecl feh© 
anomalous valence of two, Furtiier, the implication wae aade 
that the dlaeric epeciee &a2Cl4 contained the galliuai-gallium 
bond postulated by Kleim and Tilk. 
fhe structure Gra( I) (g&C III)Cl^^ has also been proposed 
to account for the diaaagnetio properties of gallium di-
ohloride (20), Bowever, this formulation has been deemed 
Bomewhat unsatisfactory since galliumCl) chloride hae not 
been leolated. Goaipounde of the formula type M( I) [^Ga( III) Cl^, 
where K(I) is an aamonium or alkali metal ion, have been 
prepared and examined by Friedman and Taube (21), Although 
no structural data are available, it may be presumed that 
discrete QaCl|^ ions exist in the cryetale of these compounds. 
If galliuffl dichlorid© le &a(GaCl/^), the vapor density meaeure-
ments of Laubengayer and Schlrmer can be explained without 
*Tapor density meaeurementB (17) show that gallium tri­
chloride exiits largely in the vapor state as the dimeric 
specie®. Electron diffraction studies (19) indicate that 
in thi® unit each gallium atom is surrounded tetrahedrally 
by four chlorine atoms, with tvo of the six chlorine atoms 
acting as bridging groups. 
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po® tula ting G-&C12 ^oleculeB, slnoe an equal molar mixture of 
GraCl and GaCl^ would h&ve the eaue vapor density ae (JaCl2. 
The dlhallde eerleg of Goffipounds have also been reported 
for IndluiB (22,23) and thalllua! (24,25). Klemm and Tllk 
(18) found that solid XnCl2 dlamagnetlc; accordingly, the 
compound has also been formulated as either Cl^In-InClg (18) 
or In(I)fln{III)Cli,3 (20). The latter structure Is perhaps 
more acceptable for these compounds than for the compounds 
of the corresponding gallium series, since lndlum{I) and 
thallluffi(I) halldes have been Isolated. However, there Is 
little experimental evidence to support either structure. 
From the X-rey powder diffraction data of InClg and SnClg, 
Aiken et al. (26) suggested that the Indium salt has the 
ionic structure In"*" InCl/^, leoraorphoue with Sn^^ SnCl]^^. 
However, the powder data do not clearly indicate ieomorphism 
and, moreover, SnCl^ has not been shown to have the struc­
ture proposed. On the other hand, the existence of the ions 
In and In^ as well as In has been postulated to account 
for the reducing equivalents observed when aqueous solutions 
of In^^ are equilibrated with metallic Indium (27). In the 
case of the thallium salts, the phase diagram of the TlCl-
flCl^ syetero would shoif the intermediates TICI2 and TlgCl^ 
(25). These can be formulated as fl(TlCl/j.) and Tl^(TlClg), 
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reepectifelj, although supporting structural evidence hae 
not been reported. 
In summary, the preceding diseueelon points out that 
the gallluffld) halldee have never been observed In a condensed 
Stat® and, further, that the gallium dlhalldee, although 
known to exist, have never been etudled sufficiently to allow 
an elucidation of the structural unit. Therefore, the prl-
ffl&ry objectives of this research were: 
1. fo ascertain whether the galllumd) halldee exist 
in a condensed state end whether they can be 
Isolated as piare eollde. 
2. To ditermine the basic structural unit in the 
galllun dihalides and thereby establish the oxida­
tion state or statee present In these compounds. 
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II. MATERIALS 
file ooapouMf! studied, in tills %Torl; were sensitive to 
moisture and oxygen and consequently were prepared and 
handled in a vaouuBi eyeteffi, fransfere of gallium halidee 
to powder pattern tubes, weighing capsules, etc. were 
carried out in a dry box through which circulated helium 
that had been dried with phoephorue pentoxide, 
1. gallium(Ill) Chloride 
In the procedure described below, gallium trichloride 
of high purity was prepared by the direct union of gallium 
(99.95^» Aluminum Company of America) and chlorine (Mstheeon 
e. p.), followed by sublimation in vacuo* 
fhe apparatus used in the preparation consisted of a 
segmented glass train, which had e, ga® inlet tube sealed to 
one end and a stopcock and ball-joint sealed to the other. 
Three fragile ampules were eealed on the segment nearest the 
stopcock. The apparatus wae flamed out under vacuum, filled 
with dry helium, and supported in a horizontal poeition, 
Chlorine diluted witi? helium wae passed through concentrated 
sulfuric acid, then over the gallium contained in the segment 
adjacent to the inlet tube, and the unreacted gases subsequently 
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aiich&rged into a eodiuas sulfite solution. After the metal 
wae completely oxltized, the eyetem wae flushed with helium 
and sealed, from the g&s source. The train was thoroughly 
©v&cuatecl and the product triply suhliffied, fhe portion con­
taining th© salt was sealed from the vacuum line, the tri­
chloride suhliffisd into the atteched aiapules, and these 
detached from the eyeteifi. 
B. Halogene 
Bromine (Siii©r and A««nd Reagent Grade) and. iodine 
(Baker's Reagent (Jrade) were purified in a glaee train 
gijiilar to that used in the gallium trichloride precaration. 
fhe halogen® %f®re first Buhliaed or distilled from phosphorus 
pentoxide, then after two additional transfers, condensed 
into fragile ampules for storage. 
C. dalliuBi Pih&lidee 
Two reactions for the preparation of the gallium di-
halides have been used in thie reeearoh. fhese were: (a) 
the, reduction of the gallium triha.lid@8 with gallium (ueed 
for SaCl2), and (b) the direct union of a-alllum and the 
halogen (used for GaBrg and Gal^), 
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In the ttecee preparations, etoichloaetric quantities 
of the re&ct&nte were Goroblned In the apparatus shown In 
Figure 1. A weighed ampule of either bromine, iodine or 
gallium trichloride purified according to the method de-
garihed in A and B was plaoed with glase-enoaaed bar magnet 
E in tub© At and the end of the tube sealed. The apparatue 
was thoroughly evaouated through ball-joint G and then sealed 
at the constriction ©• fhe aapule irae punctured by the mag­
net, and the contents of the &®pul© condensed In tube B. 
After a quantitative transfer, tube A was sealed from tube 
B, opened, and the broken arapule reweighed to determine the 
weight of the aaterlal transferred, fhe calculated weight 
of gallium vm placed in section F, and that section evacu­
ated through ball-joint and eealed from the vacuum eystem. 
The barrier between B and F was broken with magnet G-, the 
content® of B condensed in F, and the re&ctants contained 
in F gealed' from the systeii. 
In the galliuffl diehloride preparation the reactante were 
maintained in the fueed etate at 180® until the metal wae 
completely coneuffied. In the direct union of bromine or 
iodine with gellium, the initial reaction was carefully con­
trolled by cooling with an air blast or a dry ice pack until 
the halogen was eongiMBed in the formation of the galliua 
trihalide. The subsequent reduction of the trihalide was 
Figure 1, .Apparatus for the Preparation of dallitwi Dlballdes 
u 
e> 
cc 
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effeetti at temperatures a few degrees above the melting 
points of the products. 
The preparatione fleecribed above have been found to be 
the most convenient and eatisfaetory methods for obtaining 
pure galliuffi dihalidei. Before these technique© were de­
veloped, methods similar to those described by earlier in­
vestigators (15,17) were employed, fhese methodg required 
frectional ©ublifflation of gallium trihalide from a dihalide-
trihalide mixture prepared by incomplete halogenation of 
gallium or by the inoomplete reduction of gallium trihalide 
by gallium. In this purification, removal of the exceae tri­
halide wae an inexact operation since dieproportionation 
occurred at the temperatures necessary to remove the trihalide 
at an appreciable rate. 
An Interesting problem was encountered in the prepara­
tion of galliuiH triiodide by the reaction of gallium with 
sxcee® iodine, Apparently, iodine wae tightly bound to the 
salt, for a ©ample had the composition after three 
high-vacuum eublimatione. Since the iodine-complex mixture 
could not be used for the preparation of gallium diiodide 
by the quantitative procedure described, the alternate method 
for direct preparation from the eleaente was developed. 
1'+ 
Qftllimn Cl) fetrscfoloroalualnste 
Synthesis of this coBpound ws effected by the reduction 
of gallium trichloyid® vith metallic alurainum (A. D, McK®.y 
99.99^) aceording to the reaction 
^GaCl^ + 3A1 = 3(Ja(AlGli^) •+• Ga . (4) 
By a procedure similar to that used in the preparation of 
the gallium dlhalid®®, 1.6122 g. (9.156 mllllHiole) of gallium 
trichloride wa® coiBbined with 0.1850 g. (6.859 ffiilllaole) of 
aluminum, and the aixture Baintaiaed at 190° in the fused 
state for three daye. The m©te.l phase produced was separated 
from the salt and Identified as galllun by its melting point. 
The ffiole ratio® SaCl^/#a s 4.009 and Al/Ga * 3,003 calculated 
from the weights of the materials used and the weight of 
gslllum produced indicated that the above reaction wae com­
plete. 
S. Silver fetrachlorogallate (III) 
In order to prepare this compound, 1.1660 g. (6.622 
ffiilllaole) of gallium trichloride and 0.9^9^ g. (6.623 milli-
fflole) of silver chloride were combined vacuo by the method 
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previously deecplbed and the mixture fueed at 170°, fJhs 
silver cliloride (Pleher Sel#ntifio Co. C. P.) was vecuum 
dried before use. 
•Baker Analyzed" Reagent grade benzene (tblophene free) 
was distilled in a thirty-plate Olderehaw oolumn at a 30-I 
reflax ratio, fhe fraction retained boiled at 80.12 ± 0.03^ 
(corrected to ?60 ib® pressure). The distillate was redie-
tilled Jji vaouo froa ealcira hydride and then stored over 
oalciim hydride for later use. 
G. Chlorobenzene 
Eaetm&n Kodak white label chlorobenzene was distilled 
in the Olderehaw column at a 30-I reflux ratio. A oonetant 
boiling middle portion, one-fourth of the total amount ueed, 
wag retained for use. fhe boiling point (corrected to 760 
am.) waB 132,08®. 
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III. IPPARATUS AND EXPEBBSENTAL PROCEDUKES 
A. Phaee Diagram of the System Galllum»G-alllum Trllodlde 
The apparatus used for tiie determination of the melting 
points coniisted of a 2,5 in» fey 8 In, cylindrical aluminiam 
block, through ifhlch a 6 mm. sample hole had been drilled 
longitudinally. The block was centered in a horizontal 
2 5/8 in, i,d, by 12 in, cylindrical furnace, A slit for 
viewing the sample in the cylinder wae cut through the 
furnace and block near the center, and a light source posi­
tioned behind it. fhe furnace temperature wae controlled 
by a Power®tat and & Celectray controller. Since the heat 
capacity of the block was quite large, there was essentially 
no temperature gradient along the eemple. Temperatures were 
read on © Leede and Horthrup portable potentiometer, employ­
ing a calibrated chroffiel-alumel thermocouple positioned in 
the block near the eample. 
Samples whose melting points were to be determined were 
prepared by the methode described in the Material® Section; 
i.e., either by the direct combination of the elemente in 
the correct proportion to give the desired atom ratio of 
iodine to gallium, or by the reduction of the triiodide-
iodlne complex by gallium. In the latter case, the iodine 
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to gallium atom ratio was deterrained by analysis of the 
sample. 
fhe melting points of samples lower in iodine content 
than ©al2,3 varied siarkeAly with the thermal hietory of the 
©ample, fhe higher the teaperature from which the sample 
was quenched, the lower wae the teaperature at which it 
melted. In addition, theee samples when cooled rapidly 
formed glaeees which showed little tendency to crystallize 
at rooffl teaper&ture, but which could be cryetallized on 
w&riaing to about 100® for a few minutes. 
Because of these difficulties, the following procedure 
wae adopted for the vleual determination of the melting 
point®. Fused sample® were heated at a given temperature 
for at leaet four hours, quenched with an air blast, and if 
necegsary heated briefly at 100® to crystallize thea. They 
were then ineerted into the furnace, which had been previously 
heated to just below the expected melting point, and heated 
at the rate of about on© degree per alnute. The temperature 
at which the lait cry stale iielted was noted, Thig procedure 
was repeated, the fused sample being equilibrated at suc-
cesBively lower teaperatureB, until a iHaxlffluin melting point 
wg- obtained when the eaapls had been quenched from one to 
five degrees above this temperature. At this melting point, 
the last crystals were in true equilibrium with the melt. 
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The points so obtained were reproducible to within one 
degree and showed no drift with time, 
B, Solubility of 0-alliuai in Halide Systeme 
The following proced-uree were used to determine th® 
apparent solubility of gallluiB metal in the halid# eyBtems, 
1. In the chloride and iodide syeteme, the metal and 
gallium trihalide were equilibrated at 180® and 
0 267 I respectively, for four flays and the quenched 
salt ph&ee v&e analyzed. 
2. In the bromid© sygtem, weighed amounts of metal and 
the tribroffiide were equilibrated for four days at 
170®, and the lose in weight of gallium determined, 
3. In the gallium trlehloride-aluEBinuni chloride systeaa, 
a weighed aaount of gallium wae equilibrated for 
four days at 190® with a three to one mole mixture 
of aluffiinuB chloride and gallium trichloride, and 
the lose in weight of setal determined, A eimllar 
procedure was used to determine the solwbillty of 
galliuro in alualnua trichloride. 
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Oryo.BooniG Kea.suy@iBente 
Moleetalar welthtfi ©f gallium dlcW-orlde and gallluffltl) 
tetraehloro&lurolnat® In benzene were determined hy a cryo-
Booplo procediire eaplcylng a thermietor ae tlie temperature-
sensing ©lement. The wee of therraletore In reslitance 
thermoMfttry Ime been deecrlbed by Johnson and Kraue (28), 
and the applleation of thermistor® to eryoecoplc measuremente 
ha® been presented by MeMullan and Corbett (29). A dleoue-
sion of the calibration and accuracy of the thermistor in 
eryoscopio measuremente, together with a derivation of 
equatloni relating resistance to concentration, is included 
in the Appendix. 
The change in thermigtor resistance, corresponding to 
the freeilng point depreseion, was determined by a Wheatetone 
bridge, fhe theraietor used wae a Carbeloy type D-102, with 
a re@litance of about 2300 ohms and a teaperature coefficient 
of reelatanoe of fo'ur percent per degree at bridge 
included two 1000 ohm standard reeistor® for the fixed anae, 
a Leedi and Northrup 2^20-d galvanoaeter for the detector, 
and a bank of four parallel 1.5 volt dry cells in eeriee with 
a 500 ohii resistor for the current source. For the variable 
reiletanee, two decade boxes (1, 10, 1000 ohm steps) were 
ueed in parallel in order to increase the eeneitivity of 
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the bridge wltiiowt tii© use of decades with eraaller reelet&nce 
Inopeoeiite. 
fhe design of tli© glaea opyoeoopic cell 1e Illustrated 
In Figure 2. fh« total Tolume of the cell was approximately 
200 ral., ©ne-half of which wae filled with solution. The 
cell was iurrownded hy jacket 0 which could be evacuated 
duriisg the freezing process to control the rate of cooling. 
Standard taper® 1, 2 and 3 were lubricated with a stopcock 
grease ("ion&q", Fisher Scientific Co.) which wae ineoluble 
in nonpolar organic solvents. Th© solution could be stirred 
by glass-enca®®d bar ai&gnet B actuated by a magnetic stirrer 
placed beneath the jacketed cell, fhe thermistor was posi­
tioned at the bottoffl of thin-walled tube A, and the bottom 
inch of the tube filled with petroleias ether to provide the 
theraistor with better thermal contact to the solution. The 
use of water-ffiieclble liquids here caused erratic results In 
the resistance ^eaBurefflents, apparently due to conduction 
between the lead wires. 
fhe vacuuBi system used in the preparation of dry benzene 
is llluitrated In Figure 3. Th® volumes of A and D were 1000 
ml., those of 0 and B were ^00 ml., and that of E was 250 ml. 
Each flaek In the lower tier contained calcium hydride. 
Mercury float valves I through IX were used where prolonged 
Figure 2. The Cryoscoplc C®11 
ts 
Figure 3, VacQU® System for Solvent Transfer Operstion« 
-VACUUM 
m 
i CRYSCOPIC 
CELL u 
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contact with toenztn® occupred. Stopcock 1 and the detachable 
itandard tapers 1, 2 and 3 were lubricated %rith "Konaq". 
In order to iiitrodwce benzene into the syetem, valves 
I and II were closed, and flaek A, containing approximately 
500 ml, of benzene, was attached at standard taper 3, The 
flaslc was Iwaersed in a dry ice-acetone bath to freeze the 
benzene and evacuated through valve I, The benzene wae etep-
wiee distilled through the drying eyetem and subsequently 
©tored over calcium hydride in flaek D. Approximately 100 
ml, of benzene was condenaed into flask 1 and, with stopoook 
1 and valve VI closed, the flaik was detached and weighed 
to the nearest fflilligram. Flask 1 was replaced and the aye-
ten evacuated. The solvent wa® condensed into the cryoscopic 
cell and the cell isolated by closing valves VIX and IX. 
The amount transferred was than determined by reweighing 
flask I» 
The benzene was permitted to slowly melt, the rate being 
controlled by the gas pressure in the vacuum Jacket. After 
the syateffl had reached room temperature, the thermistor waa 
positioned in tube A, and the cell immerBed in an ice bath. 
With the jacket evacuated, the cooling rate for approximately 
90 g. of benzene wae about 0.05® per minute with a tempera­
ture difference of five degree®. Three or four resistance 
ineaeureMentB corresponding to the freezing point of pure 
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•benzene were ®&de, and these values averaged. Dry argon 
was tJien admitted Into the evacuated cell, and a weighed 
quantity of salt added through standard taper 2 (Figure 2) 
from a glass capiule which had been filled In the dry box 
under an atmoephere of dry helium. During the additions, 
the solution was protected from the air by the blanket of 
heavy argon, and the salt, in the inverted capsule, by light 
helium# fhe cap wae then replaced on standard taper 2, and 
the cell again evacuated. Any solvent lost in the evacuation 
wae condensed in a trap and subsequently transferred to flask 
E and weighed, Tim solvent wae again frozen and the reeist-
ance measurement aade. By iucoeeeive additions of salt, the 
freezing points were obtained at point® over an extensive 
concentration range. 
During the freezing point aeaeuremente, a constant re­
sistance plateau w&e obtained for two to four minutes after 
a eupercooling of a few tenths of a degree. If greater 
supercooling wae observed, the eolutlone were warmed until 
only a few seed oryetale reiaalned, then recooled to the 
freezing point, and the iBeasuremente repeated. Balance wae 
aciiieved in a closed circuit so that bridge current heating 
the therialBtor {about one Biilllwatt) would reach a steady 
etate. The solution freezing points determined by thie pro­
cedure represented the actual equilibrium between the solution 
2? 
at thf gp©clfl©d oone©nti*atlon and the solid "benzene, within 
the accuracy of the thermistor meaeurements. As dleoueeed 
in th® Appendix, the average deviation In the conoentratlone 
deterrolned oryoscopleally was 2,2 x 10*^ molality unite In 
the range from zero to one-tenth molal. fhe average devia­
tion of th® corresponding temperature measureraente would be 
!•! X 10"^ degree®. 
It l8 felt that the apparatus described has the follow­
ing notable features: 
1. fhe solvents used can be weighed and traneferred 
In vacuo without contamination from moisture or 
stopcock greases. 
2. The relatively large temperature coefficient of 
thermistor resistance enables accurate meaeurementB 
of freezing point depression with a simple bridge 
circuit. In addition, the thermietor responds 
rapidly to temperature changes a® a result of Ite 
euall mass. 
3. Cryoecoplc aeaeureraentB with a thermistor becoa® 
Increasingly more accurate at low temperatures be­
cause of the Increasingly negative temperature 
coefficient of resistance. 
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D. Dielectric Constant Me&earemente 
The dielectric constante of solutlone of gallium dl-
ehlorlde and of eWLorobenzen® In benzene were determined toy 
a resonance mettod using a Sargent Chemical Oscillometer 
Model t with cell coropenBatlon, Reference is made to the 
authorltatife book by Smyth (30) for a description of the 
method and to the literature published by the manufacturers 
{31) for the description of the electronic circuit of the 
apparatus, The dielectric cell shown in Figure ^ A had an 
annular sample chamber between concentric, externally applied 
metal coated areas. The cell wb calibrated with benzene as a 
dielectric standard, and the calibration checked prior to 
each aeaeureraent, Values of the dielectric constant of the 
solutlone were determined relative to benzene by measuring 
the Increase in cell capacitance when benzene was replaced 
by the solutlone. High precision has been attributed to the 
dielectric constants determined this differential pro­
cedure ( 3 0 ) .  
The cell holder was supported on an insulating block 
and enclosed by a Dewar flaek, A spiral of copper tubing 
was placed around the cell and connected through the support 
to a constant teaperature bath. Water from the bath was 
circulated through the cojmer tubing by a suction pump, A 
Flg«i»e k, A. Oscllloffieter Cell 
B, Apparatus for tiie Preparation of Benzene Solutlone 
of &allliiffi Dlclilorlde 
ro 
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mercury thtrmal regulator maintained the temperature of the 
"bsth at 25 ± 0.02'^ "by controlling ®n iRfrared heat eource. 
A calibrated Iron-conetantan thermocouple was ueed to deter­
mine when the dead air space surrounding the cell had reached 
thermal equilibrium with the water "bath. 
Measureraente were made on a series of five solutions 
ranging in mole fraction solute from 0,0001 to O.OOO5 for 
Q&2Glfy and froffl 0,001 to 0.03 for chlorobenzene. The chloro-
benzene solutions were prepared by mixing weighed amounts of 
the dried components in the dry box. For the preparation 
of the gallium dlchloride solutions, the apparatus shown in 
Figure 4 B wm attached to th© solvent drying Bygtein (Figure 
3) by neane of standard taper 1. The eyetera was thoroughly 
evacmted and then filled with dry argon, dallium dichloride 
was added to the eyite® through standard taper 2, and the 
iyetern re-evacuated. Benzene was condensed onto the salt 
and the solution stirred ^/eith bar magnet A, The solution 
was transferred into the eample cell attached at standard 
taper 3 by warming th© solution until the vapor preeeure of 
the benzene was eufflclent to force the solution from the 
reiservoir. The cell wre then sealed from t^he flask at the 
indicated constriction above standard taper 3. The dielec­
tric constant measurements were made after the earaple had 
attained thermal tqulllbriuffi with the dead air epace. The 
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weights of the solutions were deteraiined by difference, and 
the concentratlone of gallium dichloride determined by 
galliuHi ftrialyssfi. 
1. Solution DeMit.y Meaeureiaente 
Density data were obtained for solutions of gallium di-
cKloride in bentene by a differential buoyancy method em­
ploying a fflagnetically ooapeneated balance of the type 
deeoribed by Edyarde and Baldwin (,32). fhe design of the 
balance is shown in Figure 5. I'he balance aria B was con­
structed of silica and suspended on two fine horizontal 
silica fibers attached to a silica, support. From the weigh-
ii:i® arra of the balance at I, ft sinker S was suepended below 
the surface of the eolution. Small platinum wire tares were 
hung at II to counterbalance the %reight of the sinker. At 
the suipension point, a email quartz-encaeed Alnico magnet 
A was fflounted vertically. The balance cage D wrapped 
•with approxifflately 500 turns of #28 insulated copr^er wire 
to form a solenoid, the field of vUch acted on the magnet. 
For a reference point, the position of pointer II was obeerved 
with a fixed telescope. Balance was achieved by varying the 
current passed through the eolenoid until the pointer re­
turned to the reference point. The current was determined 
Flgur© 5» Solution Denelty Balance 
VACUUM 
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from tile voltage drop aeaBured acrose the standard reeletor 
fube 0 was connected to the solvent drying system and 
a weighed amount of "benzene condeneed Into container E, 
Through standard taper k, a weighed quantity of gallium di-
chlorldt was added from an ampule which had been filled in 
the dry box. The solution was stirred from belov by a mag­
netic stirrer, and then surrounded by a large Dewar flask 
through which water thermostated at 25 + 0.02° circulated. 
Measurements were made after the solutions had reached 
thermal equilibrium with the water bath. 
Calibration of the apparatus was obtained by measuring 
the current necessary to balance knovn weights euepended 
from II. The plot of iuilllgraiiie weights agalnet milllam-
peres current in the Bolenold wa.e linear throughout the 
rang® used in the study. Checks were made to determine 
>?hether the weight of the load changed the calibration of 
the balance. When one gram weights were placed on the arm 
of the balance, no change in the calibration could be de­
tected. The reproducibility of the balance used was 0.1 
3 
mllligrem, which corresponds to less than 0.00002 g/cm un­
certainty in the density. The eensltivity of the balance 
wae about 1.3 milligrams per fflilliampere. The differential 
densltie® relative to benzene were calculated from the 
increment of current necessary to reestablish balance. 
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f, X*Ray Powdey Diffraction Measurements 
All X-ray powder diffraction patterns were made with a 
North Iserican Phillipe diffraction unit using radiation 
einitted "by a copper target and filtered through a nickel 
foil. The operating conditions were: ^5 kv. tube voltage, 
18 ma. filffflent current and exposure periods of eight to 
twelve hours depending on the sample. Diffraction lines 
were meaeured on & light table and their inteneitlee esti­
mated visually. The weighted average value of the wave 
o 
lengths of the and Kot^ copper radiation (1.5^18 A) was 
used in the eiilculation of the interplanar epacings. None 
of the diffraction data obtained could be indexed with the 
use of Bunn Charts. 
d, Raman Measurements 
Benzene solutions of gallium dlcKLoride and of silver 
tetrachlorogallate were prepared for Raman spectra exansina-
tions by a procedure similar to that used in the dielectric 
constant studies. The concentrations of both solutions were 
approximately one mole percent based on the formula weights 
GagClij, and AgCSaCl^). The spectra were recorded photograph­
ically with a Lane-Wells high-speed Raman spectrograph 
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(#40-16) employing a #60-A2 mercury excitation unit. Typical 
exposures were aade for two hours, with e slit width of 200 
liicronB and a 20 ampere excitation current. Five spectra 
were recorded for each solution, and the photograph with the 
highest line-to-toackground intensity ratio selected for the 
frequency ffieasureroent®. fhe frequencies were determined by 
direct meaetirementB on the pletee with a visual comparator. 
A maxiiiuffl absolute error of five wae eetlmated for the 
measurements; comparative laeasurementB were probably accurate 
to one ca"^. 
H. Analytical Methode 
SsjLMjffi* In. analyses of solid samples, gallium was 
determined graviraetrically as the tris-5» 7-<llhromo-8-hydroxy-
Quinolate (33). Average errors lees than 0.1 percent were 
obtained on analysie of standard solutione prepared by dis-
eolving gallium in perchloric acid. In analyeee of eolutions 
from the dielectric constant meaeurenjents, gallium trle-5»7-
dlbroiiO-8-hydroxyquinolate was extracted from aqueouB solu­
tion into chloroform and the determination made by a spectro-
photoaetrlc laethod^. The accuracy of the method was approxi­
mately thr«»e percent* 
*fhe author ie indebted to the Analytical Service Group 
of Afflee Laboratory for the epeotrophotometrie determinationB. 
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2* HalogeRe. Chloride and bromide were determined by 
preolpitation and weighing of the silver salts. Iodide was 
determined by a silver titration using eosin ae the indicator. 
In order to prevent the IOBB of hydrogen halide by hy­
drolysis, all solid gallium halide g»mples were opened and 
traneferred in the dry box. The salts were dissolved in 
evacuated containers by the admission of 0.1 N sulfuric acid, 
©allium dihalidee produced ffietallic gallium on dissolution, 
along with a flooculent brown or orange-brown precipitate 
from which hydrogen evolved. Gompositions near dis­
solved with the formation of a similar solid but without the 
precipitation of metal. Any roetal produced was dissolved 
in concentrated nitric acicl, and the solution combined with 
the rest of t.be eaaple. fhe aqueous solutions were heated 
for several hours to ensure complete oxidation of gallium to 
the trivalent state, fhe halogen to gallium atom ratios 
were determined rather than the elemental weight percentages, 
since the preparative methods used insured the absence of 
significant amount® of foreign elements. Samples that were 
submitted for epectrophotometrie analyses were similarly 
treated. 
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lY. SXFEHIMllfAL RESULTS 
1. General Fropertlee of dalllusi Plhalidee 
The three gallluBi dlimlldes are crystalline compoundsj 
the ohloria© and broald© are white, while the Iodide is 
yelloi^. ¥he melting point determined for the chloride is 
171 ± 1®, ae compared to the value 170,5'^ reported by Lauben-
gayer and Sohirmer (17). Th® bromid© ie observed to be di­
morphic; the forffl stable at room temperature melts at 15^®» 
while the high temperature form melts at 162°. Attempts to 
determine the tra,n§ltlon point gave inconclusive results, 
fhe solid-eolid phase transition reported to occur in galliuia 
dicliloride (17) wae not found In this work, fhe apparent 
transition observed was perhaps due to the initiation of 
crystallization in the supercooled glaes. The melting point 
of the dliodide it 211®. However, this melting point is 
strongly dependent on the thermal history of the compound. 
For example, heating gallium dliodide at 250° for a few hours 
causes the melting point to drop several degrees, while al­
lowing the sample to etand for two weeks at room temperature 
results in a melting point of 229®. The value 211°, deter­
mined by the method described in Section III, is the true 
melting point, i.e., the temperature at which the last 
ifo 
crystals ere in eqailibrlum >Tith the melt. The melting 
points of gallium diehloride and gallium ditsporoide are not 
dependent on previous thermal treatiaent. 
If galliiMB dichloride is heated to 200° to 250° exten­
sive dieproportionation is observed, tolliuin trichloride 
volatilizes from the melt and metallic gallium separatee. 
Siailarly, if gallium dibromide or gallium diiodide is 
heated above 250°, volatilization of the trihalide ie again 
observed, but the separation of metallic gallium doee not 
occur unless large amounte of the trihalide are removed. 
In the chloride system, solidification of the melt remaining 
after the disproi^ortionation produces a mixture that has a 
greyish apuearanoe, due to droplet6 of diepereed gallium. 
In contrast, in the broaide and iodide syeterns, no gallium 
separatee from the ealt upon crystallization of the melte. 
As was pointed out in the Introduction, gallium di­
chloride ie diaroagnetic. fhe diamagnetiem of the dibroraide 
and the diiodide was also established by qualitative exaraina-
* 
tion with a Qouy toal&nc®. 
X-Ray po>/der diffraction data for gallium dichloride 
and gallium diiodide are given in Tables 1 and 2, respectively. 
fhe author ie indebted to Dr. Wilford Haneen for hie 
aisistance during thie examination. 
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Table 1. X~R®.y Powder Diffraction Data for G-alllunj 
Dichloride 
d{o^0.) Intensity d(obs.) Intensity 
A A 
6.86 3 1.817 1 
5.77 2 1.793 1 
4,82 5 1.752 1 
3.73 10 1.697 2 
3.42 1 1.667 4 
3. a 5 1.610 1 
3.08 2 1.597 1 
2.95 1 1.559 1 
2.91 4 1.539 1 
2.85 1 1.510 1 
2.78 6 1.499 
2.50 k 1.4?8 1 
2.45 1 1.431 1 
2.39 1 1.395 1 
2.33 4 1.369 1 
2.27 2 1.338 1 
2.17 3 1.317 1 
2.10 1 1.273 1 
2.01 1 1.236 1 
1.925 3 1.196 1 
1.858 3 
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fable 2. X-Ray Powder Diffraction Data for Annealed 
G-alliuBi Diiodlde 
d(otoe.) Intensity dCobs.) Intensity 
% % 
7.2? 4 1.874 5 
6,27 4 1.815 5 
5.68 4 1.752 2 
3.66 6 1.700 2 
3.50 10 1.622 4 
3.28 7 1.544 1 
3.07 9 1.489 1 
2.89 7 1.454 1 
2.76 3 1.337 1 
2.64 4 1.320 1 
2.50 2 1.281 3 
2.41 2 
2.21 2 
2.14 2 
2.10 2 
2.01 4 
1.975 4 
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fhe relaSlve Intensley values are 'based on the strongest 
He© being assigned the value of 10. 
B, SoliilallAty of G-alli'uai lii. Fueecl K&lld.e Systems 
In Table 3 are presented the data for 6h© Boluhlllty 
of galllm In T&rlous halide syeteme. It should be pointed 
out that the tera ©olubillty as used here does not imply a 
iiinple solution of metal in the fused syeteme, but rather 
solution with rtduotion of the tripoeitive metal to a lower 
oxidation state. For consigtency, eolubility resulte are 
listed ae the mole ratio of dissolved gallium to the indi­
cated trihalide, ?he two methods used to determine these 
eolubilitiss were the direct analysie of the quenched salt 
phase (Method A) and lose of weight of «j@talllc gallium upon 
solution in the molten salt (Method B). The colore listed 
in the last two columne are those of the liquid at the 
equilibration temperature and of the solid at room tempera­
ture, 
C, Phase Diagrain of the G-allium-Gallium Trilodide System 
The experimental temperature-composition data for the 
gallium-gallium triiodide system are given in Table ^ and 
fable 3. Solubility of ©•alllua in Fused Hallcle Systems 
Syfteas Equilibration 
Temp, ®c 
Dissolved Metal Method Color 
Mole Hetio 
Sa:&aX3® Sa;A1Gl3 
Liquid Solid 
6a—G'rCI^ 180 0.529 A colorlesc gray 
Oa-GaBr^ 170 0.65^ A pale green white 
Sa-G-al^ 26? 1.52 A dark red yellow 
Sa— g&gl n— A1 ci -a 
(AlCl3-?0aOl3^>3:l) 
190 1.99 B colorless white 
G&—A4.CI3 190 0.000 b colorless white 
®Q-a2Xi|, corresponds to a Oa:GraXo mole ratio of O.50O; X denotes either 
chlorine, bromine or iodine. 
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fsble femperature-Coiapoeltlon Data for Sslliura 
frliofiide Systeii. 
-Gallium 
!:#& 
Atom Retio 
femperature ®C 
Liq«idus Eutectlc 
3.00® 214 
2.80* 210 
-
2,61* 199 
2.36®* 159 -
2.30^ 175 160 
2.20^ 190 161 
2,10® 203 « 
2,00® 211 -
1.95® 209 205 
1.90^  207 205 
1.86®' as -
to 
1.687 239 205 
1.398^  256 206 
1.186 267 -
^Calculated from of eoffiponents. 
^D®teraliitd by cliecilcal analysis. 
k6 
Flgur® 6, fhe lowest ralm© of the Iodide to gallium atom 
ratio (1.19) corresponds to the cofflpoeition of the metal 
saturated system and. ie calculated from the value listed, in 
fatol© 3* Approximate euteotic temperatures are recorded ae 
the poiEts at which the first preaelting was observed. These 
are in good agreeaent with those temperatures determined from 
the liquidUB curve intersections (204® and 160°), The phase 
boundary between the metal and salt was established by 
analyses of salt mixtures quenched from 500°» 300® and 267®. 
The corresponding salt compoiltione are, respectively, 
&a%.20» ®'®-%,21 melting points of the 
triiodide, diiodide and monoiodide are, respectively, 2l4® 
(literature: 210° (18) and 213.5° (3^)], 211° and 271° 
(extrapolated). 
galliuffid) Iodide 
fhe pimse diagraas of the galliura-gallium triiodide sys­
tem indicates that gallium monoiodide does not have sufficient 
stability above 267® to exist a® the pure phase but only as 
a liquid containing 10 per cent equilibriuiri with 
the TOtal. Below the liquidus curve, red crystals of gallium 
ttonoiodide separate fro® the melt. Disproportionation in 
crystalline gallium oonoiodide apparently does not occur. 
Figure 6. Phase Pia.erara of the Trllodlde Syete® 
1.4 L6 1.8 2.0 Z.2 
1: Ga Atom Ratio 
The isolation of gallium monolodlde was achieved by a ben~ 
zene extraction of gallium diiofiide from the solid mixture 
eontaining 90 aole percent §al» She resldti© analyzed 
X-Ray powder diffraction patterns obtained for the 
three gallium Iodide® are shown in Figure 7. The complete 
data for the dilodlde have been listed in Table 2, >?hlle 
those for the laonolodide and triiodide* are listed In Tables 
5 and 6« The uniqueness of the three compounds Is clearly 
demonstr&ted, 
E. ilalliuffl(I) Tetrachloroaluffllnftt© 
Although the experlmentsl aole ratios showed that the 
reaction 
i^ 0acl^  + 3a1 = 30®{alclj[^ ) + ga (4) 
produced a compound with the coaipositlon G-aMCl^, an un-
afflbiguoufi eegigniiient: of oxidation states to gallium and 
aluainuiB wag not poegll^e from these data alone. Alternately, 
iil( I)p6a( III)Gl^  ^ could be formed by a reaction with the 
same stoiehiometry. However, calculations baeed on estimated 
A eomparleon of these data with the powder diffraction 
data listed for aluminum iodide (35) reveals that the two 
ooiapound® are Isoaorphou®. 
Figure ?, X-Ray Dlffrectlon Patterns of Salg and Q-al 
M. 
Q° {Cu, Koc) 
-f _2q_ JiO 35 40 
galj. ±±i J_L 
GaL I I I I  .L_J L J 1 ^ I L 
GQI J L_L 
5 3 2 
d,A° 
1.5 
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fable 5» X-Ray Powder Diffraction Data for (Jalllu® 
Monolodid© 
d(obs,) Inteneity 
3.76 6 
3.62 5 
3.47 7 
3.32 9 
3.16 10 
2.94 1 
2.82 1 
2.71 5 
2.37 3 
2.0'6 2 
1.985 3 
1.953 3 
1.917 3 
1.880 2 
1.869 2 
1.677 3 
1.632 If 
1.397 3 
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Talsle 6. X-Rs^' Powder Diffract ion Data for dallium 
frlIodide 
e(obe.) Intensity 
2 
3.^ 6 10 
3.03 5 
2.95 2 
2.15 6 
2.11 5 
1.829 9 
1.792 3 
1.739 4 
1.520 2 
1.39^  2 
1.379 1 
1.356 
1,237 10 
1.221 3 
1.171 1 
1.160 1 
1.1^ 2 1 
5^ 
thermodynamic values tabulated fcy Brewer ^  al. (36) Indi­
cated that the free energy of formation of Al( I) fQ-a( IlDCl^p 
by the above reaction was unfavorable by approximately 50 
koal. Experimentally, these calculatione were verified by 
the metal solubility data for the G-a-AlCl^ syetem. These 
results (fable 3) showed that reduction of AlCl^ by gallium 
was negligible and that the dleproportionation of alumlnum(I) 
was tseentlally complete. Accordingly, the compound was 
formulated &b Ga( I) fAl( III)C1|^1 . 
Q-allluffid) tstrachloroaluminate forme colorleee crys­
tal© which melt at 175 t 1°* Single transparent cryetale 
can be grown by maintaining the melt at the freezing point 
for several days, X-Ray powder diffraction data for the 
compound are Hi ted in fable 7. 
P. Cryosoopic Beiulte 
The experimental data obtained from the freezing point 
ffieasuremente were values of the thermistor reelstance at 
various stoichiometric molalitie®, The meaeurementB 
as applied to apparent molecular weight determinatione of 
# 
These concentratione in the case of galliuin dlchlorlde 
were bated on the formula freight of G-agCl^ and in the case 
of gallluffid) tetraehloroalufflinate on the formula weight of 
GaAiClif., 
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Tabl© 7. X-Ray Powder Dlffraotion Data for G-alllum{I) 
Te tra chl or o ai umina te 
d^obe.) Intensity d(ob8.) Intensity 
i % 
5.06 2 2,45 3 
ii-.S? 1 2.40 0.5 
.^60 4 2.34 1 
4.18 3 2. 23 4 
3,87 5 2. 2 2  1 
3.73 2 2.15 1 
3.58 2 2.04 1 
3-39 1 1.964 2 
3.23 2 1.895 2 
3-12 3 1.860 1 
3.05 3 1.744 1 
2.94 10 1.726 1 
2.89 1 1.681 1 
2,84 3 1.655 1 
2.76 1 1.621 1 
2.73 1 1.492 1 
2.67 6 1.458 1 
2.53 7 1.405 1 
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gallium dlcKloride and of gallluffi(l) tetrachloroalumlnate 
in bensene solutions are shown In Table 8. The effective 
iolution molality, wae calculated from the resistance 
€ 
meaeureffient by the method described In the Appendix. At 
©ach ©tolchiometric concentration, the apparent molecular 
weight was deternitned from the effective molality and the 
weight of the eolute used. A plot of apparent molecular 
weight V8. concentration for the galliuni dicWLoride eyetem 
is ehown in Figure 8, The extrapolatea value for the 
molecular weight at Infinite dilution ie 280 + 5, which 
compsres favorably with the value 281.2 for the formula 
weight of (JagClii,, 
Dielectric Conetant Data 
The experimentally determined dielectric constant 
values for solutions of gallium dlchloride and of chloro-
benzene in benzene are given in Table 9. These data are 
represented graphically in Figure 9, together vlth similar 
data for the solution of silver perchlorate in benzene 
determined by Hooper end Kr&ue ijS), The ohlorobenzene data 
shown in the figure were obtained by linear extrapolation 
from the experimental values elnce the lowest concentrationa 
at which reliable meseuremente could be made were in a range 
Table 8. Effective Coneeatretlons and Apparent iloleculAr Melfhte of 0-alllUBi 
DlcM-orlde and of ©allltanCl) TetFachloroaluffllnate In Benzene 
r T AT Stolchiometrie Iffeetlve Apparent 
. , Concentration Concentration Molecular 
otog ohffie QhmB » ^ 10^ « x 10^ Weight 
Clallluffi DlcKlorlde 
2293.30 2295.21 1.91 0.^ 19? 0.386 305.8 
2^ .96 3.65 0.8378 0.737 319.5 
2301.73 8.^3 2.311 1.700 382,4 
23O6.2I 12.91 4.058 2.601 438.8 
2309.38 16.08 5.530 3.238 480.2 
2314.42 21.12 8.215 4.248 543.8 
4 7
4
,
5.94 1.528 1.197 
8.84 2.571 1.780 
10.80 3.270 2.174 
13.21 4.211 2.658 
5.09 1.240 1.023 
2296.62 2302.56 358.9 
2305.46 398.0 
2307.42 422.9 
2309.83 445.5 
2300.03 2305,12 340.8 
(3rallltaB{ I) Tetraehloroaluffilnate 
2192.18 2196.29 4.11 1.284 0.868 352.8 
2200.12 7.94 2.892 1.674 411.9 
2203.38 11.20 4.412 2.360 445.9 
2205.77 13.59 5.773 2.862 481.1 
Figure 8. Apparent Molecular Weight of G-allium DlcJhloride in Benzene 
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Tatol© 9. Dielectric Conetant Data for Benzene Solutions of 
0alll^ Dicliloride and of Clilorobenzene at 25® 
4 2 Mole Fraction x 10 Afx 10 
G-alllum D1 chloride a 
0,00 0.00 2.2722^ 
0.95® 0.99 2.2821 
1.20® 1.30 2.2852 
2.73® 2.91 2.3013 
3.^2® 3.62 2.3084 
5.05® 4.90 2.3212 
ChloroToenzene 
0.00 0.00 2.2722 
14.5j 0.39 2.2761 
36.2f 1.12 2.283^  
180.7j 5.57 2.3279 
229.6® 7.11 2.3^33 
331.7^ 10.^7 2.3769 
Jo 
%ole fractions baged on formula weight of &a2Cl|^. 
^Yalue taken from literature review by Trieber, 
Scl-airE and loren (37). 
^Concentration determined by ifpeotrophotoaetrlc analy­
sis. 
^Concentration deteralned from weight® of solvent and 
eolwte used. 
Figure 9. Dielectric Constant of Benzene Solutions of 0®.lli««i 
Bichloride, Sliver Perchlorste and Ghlorobenzene 
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approximately one hundred times greater than that covered 
in the plot, fhle extrapolation appeared Justified In view 
of the linearity found to exiet in the concentration range 
investigated. The values for the chlorobenzene Bolutions 
were included in the figure so that the dielectric behavior 
of galliua dichloride solutions could be compared with that 
of solutions of a simple polar molecule. The silver per-
chlorate data were included to Illustrate the dielectric 
behavior of benzene solution® containing a very polar 
inorganic aiolecule. 
H. Solution Beniity Data 
The experimental density data obtained at 25° for ben­
zene solutions of gallium dichloride are given in Table 10, 
The absolute value for the density of pure benzene employed 
is that listed in the American Petroleum Institute Tables 
(39)» It can be ehown that a small error in the value taken 
for the density of benzene hae little effect on subsequent 
dlpole iioiaent caleulatlone, but rather, it le the rate of 
change of deneity with concentration that ie Important. 
The latter quantity can be accurately determined from the 
differential density values. 
6^ 
Table 10. Solution Density Data for Galliuas Bichloride in 
Benzen© at 25° 
3 Mole fraction x 10 Density 
g/®l 
0.0000 0.87370®-
0.6081 0.87^75 
1.065 0.87575 
1.61^  0.87695 
2.099 0.87824 
2.522 0.87902 
3.698 0.88213 
Q,kS7 0.88872 
8.6^0 0.89356 
ft 
Talwe taken fro» American Petroleum Institute Table® 
( 3 9 ) .  
1, Eetimated Dipol® Moment of dalllmn Bichloride 
In order to calculate the dlpole moment of gallium dl-
cKLorlde in benzene, the molar polarization of the solute 
at infinite dilution was determined by the method of Halver-
etadt and Kumler (40). From eultable plots of the experi­
mental density and dielectric ccnetant data listed in 
fables 10 and. 9, the qmntitiea 
Llm dv/aX„ = 9 and Hm d € /dX„ = « 
Xg-*-© 
were obtained, where v and f are the specific volume and 
dielectric eonetant of the solution, and Xg is the mole 
fraction of »olar polarization of 
infinite dilution, ^^2^* calculated froai the equation 
where and are, respectively, the specific volume, 
molecular weight and dielectric constant of the solvent, and 
Mg is the fflolecular wight of the solute. The values of d , 
(3 and 1*200 106, -2,25 cro?/g. and 1600 cm?, respec­
tively. fhe dipole moment was calculated from the Debye 
equation 
M = 1.28 X 10"^  D^ 2eo ~ 
where le the deformation polarization of the eolute and 
T i® the aheolute temperature. The value obtained is 8,9 
Debye units, aesuming that ?^ithln experimental error can 
be neglected In comparison with ^ 20' ^d 
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approximately one-tenth the magnitude of V2^ » M. will be 
approximately five percent high. 
I. Raman Data 
The Raman InTestlgation of benzene eolutione of gallium 
dichloride yielded only one transition at V = 3^1 t 5 om*^. 
Within experimental error, a transition at the same fre­
quency was observed for the henzene solutions of eilver 
tetraohlorogallate. High "background intensity may have 
obeoured weaker lines. 
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?. DISGUSSIOH 
A. dalliumCl) Halldee 
Fro» the experifflental peeulte of this research, the 
following evidence can be preBsnted for the exlBtence of 
the galllxiJB.(I) hftlldes. This evidence le drawn from two 
sources: (a) the phase diagram of the gallluni-galllura trl-
lodlde Bj8te» end (b) the measured solubility of gallium 
In gallium trichloride and In gallium trlbromlde. 
Froffl the results of the phase diagram study (Section 
I¥, Parts 0 and D), It is apparent that gallluin(I} Iodide 
does exist as a stable compound both In the fused and solid 
states, fhe solid monoiodlde hae been leolated, and X-ray 
powder pattern® have shown It to be distinct from gallium 
dllodlde and gallium trliodlde. 
In the molten chloride ana bromide syBteme, the magni­
tude of the ©etal solubility In the trlhalides le evidence 
for the exlBtence of less stable gallium monochlorlde and 
galliura fflionobromlde, h^e mole ratios CJa/GaX^, 0 . 529 and 
0,65^ respectively for the chloride and bromide (fable 3)» rep­
resent the extent of reduction of the gallium trihalides by 
galllua, A ratio of 0,5 would correspond to reduction to only 
the dlhallde, whereas a ratio of 2,0 would Indicate complete 
reduction to the monohalide. Since the measured ratios ar« 
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slgftlflcaatly greater tb&n 0*5# it i® evident that appre-
elable amounts of galliui! monohallde ar® formed in theee 
reactions. 
Dlgproportionatlon of the monochlorlde is observed on 
solidification of the melt, ae indicated by the appearance 
of the grey color of finely-divided metallic gallium. This 
behavior ie eimilar to that observed in other metal-metal 
halide syeteias in which the lower valent halide cannot exiat 
as a stable solid phase (^1). In the bromide syetem, however, 
galliwffi(l) bromide is etable a© a eolid phage. 
fhe aet&l fiolubility data, therefore, indicate that the 
etability of the monohalidee increases in the order chloride, 
brofflide, iodide. A diecuesion of the disproportionation 
equilibria involving theee couipounds will be deferred to a 
later section since the reactions are related to the problem 
asBOci&ted with the structural formulation of the gallium 
dihalides, 
B. Structural Unit of Clallium DiGhl,orlde 
fhe ionic unit daC I) f&aC IlDClj^"] is proposed ae the 
basic unit of gallium dichloride. The experimental evidence 
which supports this formulation can be euiEmarized as follows: 
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the cryoscopic evidence, graphically presented in 
Figure 8, clearly shows that the limiting value of the 
ffloleoular wight of gallium dlchlorlde in benzene at in­
finite dilution is 280 t 5, as eoapared to the value 281.2 
for the diaer &a2Gl^, 
The dielectric oonetant data (Figure 9) reveal that 
in benzen# is highly polar, the calculated dipole 
iHoaient being 8,9 Bebye units, fhese reeulte are evidence 
that gallium dlchlorlde exlste in benzene ae Oa &aClj[|, rather 
than the egsentially nonpolar epeciee Ql2Gra-G-B.Cl2* 
Coaparatlve Ranan etudlee of benzsene solutions of 
and A^(Gt&Cli^) reveal the 8s,me characterietio transi­
tion at 3^1 cm.^. fhis euggeets that the tetrachlorogallate 
ion is cofflffion to both species. Further evidence that this 
aseigmaent is correct ie afforded bj- the observatione of 
faube and Wilson (42). fhey detected a single Raman trenBl-
tion at 337 for eolutlons of gallium trichloride in 
concentrated liydrochloric acid, fhe one frequency observed 
in the three eolutlons can be aseigned to the "breathing" 
vibration of the OaCl^ anion, analogoue to the aesignment 
given by Woodward and Nord ikj) for the most Intense line 
of the Raman spectra of the GaBr^ ion. The failure to detect 
the other three allowed transltlone we probably due to the 
fact that the benzene eolutione were quite dilute. 
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fhs preparation and properties of galllum{I) tetrachloro-
aliimlnate further substantiate the structure assigned to 
gallium dichloride. The compounde GaCO-aClij,) and G-a(llClj^) 
can be coneidered as intermediatee in the respective GaCl-
G&Cl^ and &aCl-AlCl^ eysteiHi. In contrast to the ambiguity 
of oxidation state® in 5a2Cli4,, the presence of the distinc-
tlT© acid illClj in G-a(AlClj^) alloi^*® the identification of 
G-aCl ae the other component. That these two compounde are 
structural analogs is shown by the similarity of their 
physical and chemical propertie®. &alliuiB(I) tetrachloro-
aluffiinate melti at 175®» while gallium dichloride melte at 
171*^. As is Bhown in fable 8, the two compounds form aggre­
gates In benzene, a behavior which will be discussed eubee-
quently. On reaction w^ith water, both compounds form a 
charaeterlstio orange-brown precipitate from ^ •'hloh hydrogen 
slowly evolves, Thle reaction can be attributed to hydroly­
sis of the unipofiitive gallium ion with attendant oxidation 
of the hydroly;8ed specie®. During this reaction, a small 
amount of gallium is also produced, probably ae a result of 
dieproportionation which aceoiapanles the initially vigorous 
e.olvolysie. 
C, Solution in Benzem 
Since it has been concluded that gallium dichloride 
exists ae the ionic unit Ga( I) [Ga( IlDCl^j , it is instructive 
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to eonsider qualitatively the dlegolution of such ionic 
©peeiee ae Cla*"6aCl]J,, Ag^G-aCl]^ and Ga'^illCli^ In benzene. With 
theee oompotinde, the eolubility phenomenon apnears to be a 
molecular dispersion of the M^MCl^ unite without appreciable 
dissociation into ione; i.e., these unite exist in solution 
as lon-palre as do many ionic species in the vapor state. 
Of the numerous solutions of this type known, that of silver 
perchlorste In benzene has been the most extensively Btudled 
(Ifif), 
It is veil knoi'm that a salt dissolveB in a polar sol­
vent with dissociation into ions only if the solvation energy 
ie of the same order of aagnitude as the lattice energy of 
the salt. Similarly, dieeolutlon of a salt as a molecular 
diepersion is possible only if the Bolvatlon energy of the 
ion-pairs doei not differ markedly from the heat of eubllma-
tion of the salt, fhe solubility in benzene of most ionic 
compounds, euch ae the alkali halldee, is very small eince 
the eolute-solvent interaction ie siaall compared to the heat 
of eublimation of the ®alt. However, with the compounde con-
®ldered here, the low melting points would indicate email 
lattice energies and smaller heats of eubliraation. Thue, 
the golvetlon energies necessary for dlBsolution of theee 
compounde would not be as great ag for the higher melting 
ionic compound®. 
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ETldenc® which euggests the nature of this eolratlon 
has been obtained from the extensive study of the coroplexee 
foriaed between the silver Ion and unsaturated hydrocarbons 
(^5# ^6, 47), In these ooaplexee, It is nostulated that the 
IT electrons of the hydrocarbons Interact vlth the polarizing 
sliver Ion; thl« interaction has been described ae an elec­
tron transfer bond by Mulllkan C^8). An acid-base Interac­
tion of this nature would thus account for the appreciable 
solubility of Ag(G-aGl^), Qai&aClj^) and Q-a(AlCl2|,) in benzene. 
It le interesting to note that GaCGaCl^j^) and &a(AlCl^), like 
AgClO^ (^9)» crystallize from benzene with solvent of 
crye tall1za t ion. 
As is geen from the cryoecoplc data listed in fable 8, 
the apparent moltculsr weight of gallium dlchloride and of 
galliuffld) tetraotaloroalurainate depends strongly on concen­
tration. This behavior has also been observed with silver 
perchlorate {50) and can be attributed to eolute association 
resulting fro® strong coulombic interactions between the 
respective ion-pairs &a^GaCl^, {^a"*"MGl^ and Ag*'ClO^. A 
comparlion of the silver perchlorate and gallium dlchloride 
data reveals that silver perchlorate Is more extensively 
associated at comparable concentration®, fhe effect of 
association of galliufn dlchloride and of silver perchlorate 
is detected In the dielectric constant data shown in Figure 
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9, where the observed deviation from linearity reflects the 
reduced orientation polariz-atlon that aecofflpanies the aseocl-
ation of the solute into the mmltipolar aggregates. The fact 
that silver perchlorate is more extensively associated than 
gallitia dlchlorlde can account for the larger deviation ob­
served In the dielectric data of silver perchlorate. 
D. !Ere&taent of Oryoscopic Data 
An insight into the mode of aggregation of gallium dl­
chlorlde In "benEene can be obtained from an analyeie of the 
cryoacopic data in terae of the equilibrium constants de-
ecrihlng the association of unite ((JagCl^)^, 
(©a2Clf},)^ ..... etc. For this analysis, it is assumed 
that Sa2Cli|. does not ionize to an appreciable extent in the 
concentration range studied, an assuiaption that has been 
substantiated for a large number of ion-pairs in benzene 
(51)» Further It is assumed that the solvent behaves ideally, 
so that the cryoscopic measurement yields the true mole frac­
tion of "benzene from which the total numher of distinct 
solute units can be inferred,. Thus, solute-solute interac­
tions other than those described by equilibrium constants 
are neglected. 
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If the aseoeiation equilibria are written 
3&agCl^ = (Ga^Cl^)^ 
n<^ a2Cl^  = ' 
the effective molality, ffl_, and the stoichiometric molality, @ 
»g, can be expressed ae 
®e " ZZ ®i "" ^ ^l®l 
1 = 1  i V i  
" H ^®i ^ ZI 
1 = 1 i = 1 
where is the aolality of (SagClij,)3^, and the equilibrium 
oonetante, are defined by 
Ki = ^ . (9) 
"l 
Differentiating Equation 7 after multiplylr^ the 
derived equation by yields 
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n ^ 
Ca«%/d«i) = ~ ®s • 
1 = 1  
Hence, 
X ®@ ^ ®i 
I drag/nig - I d In , (11) 
wfeer# 6 &nd S are the values of and at an arbitrarily 
® 1 
low ®tolelilojietrlc concentration. Since 
Llffl (m,/B!_) = 1 , 
€-• 0 i ® 
S -r 0 
values of can toe obtained from Equation 11 by fitting 
&e an anfelytlcal function of and Integrating. Hence, 
le obtained ae a function of ffi_. Equation 7 can be rewritten 
© 
ae 
n 
- ^2 ^1 \ 1 = 3 
and the function on the left hand side of this equation 
evaluated from the values of calculated re above. 
From a plot of the above function versus the equilib­
rium conetants 1:2 and i?ere evaluated from the Intercept 
and slope. A slight curvature of this plot Indicated that 
a n d  h i g h e r  c o n s t a n t s  c o u l d  b e  e s t i m a t e d ,  b u t  I t  w a e  f e l t  
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that the expe:rl»ental accuracy did not Justify their evalu­
ation. Valuee determined for the first two constants were: 
Kg =10.8 molal*"^ and Kj = II70 nolal"^. 
Ab a test of the degree to which these two conetante 
reproduced the d&t®, was calculated ae a function of 
and coiipareia to the experimental m. iSg data, ae shown in 
Figure 10. It can be seen that the curve® are nearly co­
incident at low concentrations, while further asgociation 
not deecrlhed by th® two equilibrium constants caueee the 
ejcperinent&l curve to lie b©low the calculated curve at higher 
concentrations. It should be pointed out that if this la due 
to aieociatlon into concentration of this 
©pedes at a given value of would be one-fourth of the 
difference between the two curves. 
From the constant® Kg and the free energies of 
forMation of (G-agClii.)^ from 
finite dilution were calculated using the hypothetical one-
ffiolal solution as the itandard etate. These values -were: 
-1.32 Icc&l. for {0^6.2^1^,}2 and -3.^2 kcal. for (G-agCl^)^. 
Since it doe® not eeeo probible that linear aeeociation 
could account for the Increaeed etablllty of ^ 
different aode of aesoci&tion such ae the formation of a 
cyclic unit may be indicated. 
Figure 10, Experimental and Cslculated Effective Molality of Galliuffl 
Oiohloride as a Function of StoicMoffletric Molality 
EFFECTIVE MOLALITY XIO^ 
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The mol@ percentages of the three epscies QagGlii,, 
(§a2Cl|j.)2 aad {§a2Cli}.}2i calculated as functions of the 
stoiehloffletrle molality of SagCli^ , are shown in Figure 11, 
fhe fact that a coneIder®,hie fraction of the total mase of 
the solute is pr@s@nt as (@&gGlj^)2, even in the low concen­
tration range, ifs graphic evidenc® of the stability of 
(§&2Cli^ )2 with respect to (&a2Cl|^ )2. M the higheet ooncan-
tration shown on the graph, these three species account for 
98.2 percent of the total weight of the solute. 
D,. Diaproportionation of Q^allium Monoh&lides 
It is proposed that the reaction 
3aaCl) = OaClII) + 2&a (13) 
represent® the disproportionation of ths g&lliumd) oxidation 
state since no evidence of dipositive gallium has been found. 
In the fused halide ©ystems, the extent to which gelliumd) 
•disproportionate® should depend on the relative strengths of 
the galliuiad) and gallium(III) halide complexes formed in 
these basic eyBteme. Since the complexes involving galliura(I) 
should be weak in comparison with those formed by the very 
acidic galliumClII), the above disproportionation equilibrium 
figure 11, file Calculated distribution of the 
Sptoles Oa2^3.4» (Ga2Gli|,)2 and (Oa2Cli|.)3 
In Benzene 
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can be qualitatlTely Interppetefi in terms of the stability 
of halide coaiplexee of only the latter oxidation etate. 
Further, since the equilibrium is ©stabliehed in the basic 
region of the &aX-&aX^ syetsms, gallium( III) wotJld be ex­
pected to exist pri»arlly as the complex corresponding 
to the maximum coordination of gallium{III) with the chloride, 
bromide or iodide ion. (The baeic region referred to ie, 
therefore, that region containing halide ion in excess of 
the amount neceeeary for four-fold coiaplexation.) Thus, for 
the fused halide fyiteroi, equation 13 should be written 
3a& + kx' = aaX^  + 2aa (1^ ) 
The relative extent to which the three monohalidee dispro­
portionate according to thie reaction woiild be determined 
primarily by the effect that a change in halide ion would 
have on the stability of the complex. The order of 
etabllity ihould be 0-aCl^ > OaBr^ > since galllum(III) 
show® greater affinity for the acre electronegative halogens 
(52). In addition, hsllde-hallde repulsion within the com­
plex would also decrease the stability of the complex in the 
Indicated order, fhue, the stability of unlpoeitlve gallium 
toward die?)roportionation should increase with Increasing 
atofflic weight of the halide. Thle interpretation is 
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consistent with the olsserTed equilibrium concentrations of 
galliiimCl) in the three systems. The mole percentages of 
galHuffl(I), ae calculated from the metal solubility data 
presented in fable 3, are; for the iodide, 90,5; for the 
bromide, 59.3» and for the chloride, 51.9. 
Ab expected, the relative stability of the aonohalidee 
in the solid state parallels that observed In the melt, fhe 
compounds SaBr and §al are sufficiently stable to exist as 
pure phases, whereas 0aCl dieproportionates quantitatively 
according to the equation 
k-Q&Cl —> (JaCSaCl^^) + 2Ga (15) 
Thus, in forming the new phase, the dieproportionation of 
Q-aCl proceed© only until sufficient daCl^ ie produced to 
neutralize the basic chloride^ 
In contraet to the behavior described by equation 15, 
dieproportionation of &aCl in the presence of an equimolar 
quantity of AlCl^ ie negligible both in the fused and solid 
states, M calculated from the metal solubility data listed 
in fable 3» the equilibriuja concentration of galliunid) in 
thig fused system is 99.5 ffiol® percent based on the total 
number of moles of gallium present. The solid phase which 
separatee fro® the iielt is Ga{AlClj^) rather than the Ga(GaClj[j,) 
8i^  
formed in the absence of AlCl^. It ie poseible, therefore, 
to stabilize unipositive galliuai by the addition of a Lewis 
acid which ehifts the equilibritim shown by equation 1^ to 
the left by complexing the chloride ion. fhe function of 
AlCl^ as a chloride acceptor in Q-a(MCl^) appeare to be com­
pletely analogous to that of G-aCl^ in Ge (G-aCl^j^). 
In conclusion, it ehould be pointed out that the fused 
salt studies demonstrate a means whereby stabilization may 
be achieTed for those eubhalides of borderline stability. 
When the stability of the subhalide ie limited by the acidic 
nature of the normal oxidation state, a condition which seems 
to be the oaee among the halides of the poet-transition 
Bietale, the addition of an acidic molecule wuld be expected 
to enhance the stability of the lower oxidation state. That 
such is the caee has been shown for the Cd-CdCl and Bi-BiCl« 
2 J 
syeteiBs, %'here 69 and 100 percent reduction to the uniposi­
tive state has been achieved in the presence of AlCl^, More­
over, the eubhalides forraed are stable In the solid state 
{53). fhl® ie in contrast to the 17,6 and ^6 percent reduc­
tion observed only in the melt under the more basic condi­
tions present in the binary metal-metal halide syBtems (4l), 
Beryllium, zinc, arsenic and antimony are other elements for 
which subhalide formation may occur upon solution of the 
metals in their respective eubhalides (5^)« Studies of these 
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oxidatlon-reduGtlon equilibria under acidic conditions may 
also prove that the ieolation of the lower oxidation states 
is posgible. 
Ab pointed out in the Introduction, halldee of the type 
M2% are kno^m not only for gallium but also for the other 
elements of the group, indiu® and thallium. The formulation 
of the gallium dihalide® ae G-aC I) III)X^ hae presented 
the greatest problem in thet not only -^ere the galliuin(I) 
halides unknown but there was also the alternate poeeibility 
invol-ring ffietel-metal bonding. Since the problem has been 
reeolved for the fallium compounde, there ie now even more 
reason to believe that the indium and thallium salts are 
M{ I) (k( type compounde. In addition, gold may also 
form similar compounds, since i.u(AuCl|^) appears to be a 
likely product of the Interaction of AuCl with the highly 
acidic luCl^, 
E. Dlecusfion of Errors 
1, Cryoecopic aieaeureiBente 
Uncertainties in determining the effective molality by 
the use of a theriBistor are discus red in the Appendix. More 
important error© were probably introduced in the preparation 
of the iolutione. Approximately 100 g. of benzene was weighed 
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to within two mllllgraffl®; thus It le seen that no significant 
concentration error should have arisen from this meaeurement. 
An uncertainty of only 0,02 percent wae introduced In weigh­
ing the solute since the total quantity of the material used 
was approxlaately one or two grams. In the apoaratus used, 
benzene vapor® did not come In contact with any soluble stop-
ooclc grease so that concentration errors due to dissolved 
eontamlnants were avoided. One Indeterminate error in this 
experiment could have arisen from the hydrolysle of the sol­
ute or solution during the Introduction of the sample. How­
ever, this error was minimized by the presence of argon over 
the solution and an atmosphere of helium In the ampule con­
taining the salt. Monetheless, that the principle errors 
were due to the hydrolyele is Indicated by the fact that the 
average devl&tlon In ffiolecular weights determined In the 
standard naphthalene solutions (Appendix) was about 0.5 
percent while the deviation in the molecular weights deter-
ffllned for hydrolyzable solutes was approximately twice as 
great. 
2. Dielectric constant measurements 
fhe temperature uncertainty of the solution in the 
OBclllometer was approximately 0,02°, Since the temperature 
ooefflelent of the dielectric constant of benzene le 
8? 
1.1 X 10 ^ deg, ^  at 20° i 3 7 ) $  tiie error thus introduced by 
this uncertainty wae not detectable. The Oscillometer It-
s®lf appeared, to be capable of reproducing values of the 
change of dielectric constant, A € , to within two percent. 
More eignlfleant errori of the experiment were thought to 
result from the uncertainty In the concentration determina­
tion, fhe maxiraum relative error in the mole fraction of 
the solute, m determined efectrophotometrlcally, was esti-
mated to be about three percent. Therefore, the calculated 
value of the dielectric change with concentration,oC , 
appeared to have a maxlrauffi error of five percent; however, 
the absolute accuracy of this value should be eomewhat less. 
3. Density measureaents 
It was believed that the greatest error Introduced in 
the density meeeurementg was caused by a temperature varl-
0 , 
ation of approximately 0.2 . Since Ad/At was found to be 
— 3 —3 -3 
approxliaately 1.6 x 10 g. cm, deg. for these eolutione, 
this would lead to an uncertainty in the density determina­
tion of about 0.03 percent. By coasparison, errore in weigh­
ing with the fused silica mlcrobalance would be insignlfleant. 
It can be shown that the constant ^ of equation 5, even if 
in error by five percent, would cause an error in the calcu­
lated dlpole moment of less than 0.5 percent. 
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fy, Premratlon of materiale 
In order to aesess the purity of the galllUK dihalldes, 
galliumCl) tetrfchloroalumlnate and silver tetrachlorogallate 
prepared by the method® described, the possible errors in 
the weights of th® reactante should be considered, Th® 
relative weighing error for the volatile component was about 
0,01 percent, while that for the metal was 0,03 percent. 
Hence, the maxiiauffi relative error due to weighing should be 
approximately 0,04 percent. Hydrolysle of the gallium and 
altwiinuii halldes during the transfer operations could have 
been another source of error. Although the transfers were 
made M vacuo. water adsorbed on the walls of the containers 
could have caused a very small amount of reaction. This 
error was iBlniinized^;) by flaming the evacuated apparatus 
before the preparation. 
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The lower oxidation states in anhydrous gallium halidee 
h&Te been characterized by preparative methods and certain 
physleal meaeuremente. 
The gallium dihalides (chloride, bromide and iodide) 
hare been prepared by the reduction of gelliuHi{ III) halides 
with galliuiB or by the direct union of gallium and the 
halogen®. GalliumCl) tetrachloroaluminate has been prepared 
by the reduction of galllumCIII) chloride with aluminum or 
by the reduction of gallium(III) chloride with gallium in 
the presence of aluminuinXIII) chloride. 
The phase diagram for the systen galliura-gallium(III) 
iodide has been oonetructed. GalliumCIII) chloride and gal-
llumClII) broffild© have been equilibrated, with excess gallium 
(in the fused state) in order to determine whether gallium(I) 
chloride or bromide exists in a condensed phase. 
X-Ray powder diffraction data have been obtained for 
the following compounds: gallium dichloride, gallium di-
iodidt, gallium(III) iodide, gallium(I) iodide and galllum(I) 
tetrachloroaluminate. 
The molecular weight of gallium dichloride has been 
determined cryoBcopically in benzene uBlng a thermistor ae 
a reelstance thermometer. Gryoecopic date have also been 
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o"bt&ln«a for galllaiBCl) tetrachloroalurainate. These measure­
ment® reveal that the basic unit of gallium diehlorlde is 
Gfi-gClij, further, that tooth gallium diehlorlde and gallluia-
(I) tetrachloroaluminate form aggregate! in benzene. The 
cryoscople data for gallium dlchlorlde have been analyzed in 
terras of association of G-agGlii, Into (Ga2Cl4)2. 
The dielectric behavior of benzene eolutionB of s-alllum 
diohloride has been examined. Solution densities have been 
determined and the dlpole moBient of gallium dichlorlde cal­
culated to be 8.9 Debye units. 
The Reman spectra of aalllum dichlorlde and of silver 
tetrachlorogallate have been obtained in benzene. The re­
sults indicate that the tetracWLorogallate anion 1B cosimon 
to both solutes. 
The following conclusionB have been reached ae to the 
nature of the lower oxidation Btateg of gallium in the halide 
eyeteme. 
1. G-alHuffi{l) iodide exists as a stable solid phage 
but melte with slight dlsproportionatlon into gal­
lium dllodide and metal. In the fueed state, gal-
llum(I) chloride and galliumd) bromide exist in 
equilibrium with gallium and the correeponding gal­
lium dlhalide, but only the monobroffiide is stable 
in the solid phaee. 
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The basic structural unit of the gallium dlhalides 
Is Gs,(I) [Sa( III)X|p[, The coapounds are, therefore, 
Intermediates In the GaX-QaX  ^ systems. 
In "benzene, gallium dlchlorlde exists as the highly 
polar lon-palr Ga*'Q-aCl|j^ as do the species 
-AlCl^ and ®aCl^. The aggregation observed 
with Gr^ aClj^ and with G-^ le due to the 
association of these dipolar species Into multi­
polar unite. 
The extent of dleproportlonatlon of aalllumd) 
halldee Into metallic gallium and galllum(I) tetra-
halogallatee decreases in the order chloride, bro­
mide, iodide beeauee of the decreasslng stability of 
the tetrahalogallate anion. It is possible to 
etablllze gelllumCl) chloride by the presence of 
the Lewie acid AlCl^ which complexes the chloride 
Ion causing the disproportlonatlon. The product, 
OaCllGl^) is structurally and chemically Blmllar 
to gallium dlchlorlde, (la(&aCl^). 
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APPSMDIX 
98 
Dee of fhermletoi*® in Cryosoopio Measurements 
A summary of tlie method deTeloped for the use of 
thermistors in cryoecopic aeasurement® will be given here 
in order that the aceur&ey and applicability of the method 
can be evaluated by the reader. A move detailed description 
has been published in the literature (29). 
fhertaistore are eemiconduotore posseeeing large tempera­
ture coefficient® of resigtanee. For this reason they have 
been applied in several instances to measuremente of small 
temperature changes (28, 55, 56, 5?)* At room temperature, 
the temperature coefficient of resistance of the thermistor 
is twelve times that of the platinum resistance thermometer. 
Thue, an accuracy comparable to that possible with a platinum 
resistance thermoraeter can be obtained with a thermistor with 
considerably simpler apparatus. The resistance bridge, 
cryoseopic cell and techniques employed have been described 
in Section III. The purpose of this section is to develop 
the equation that relates the change in resistance of the 
therfflistor at the freezing point of the solution to the ef­
fective ffiolal concentration of the solute, and to show the 
applicability of this equation to the thermistor calibration. 
It ha© been shown that over a temperature interval of 
several degrees, the resistance of a thermistor can be 
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expressed quite accurately es 
_ B ^  T 
In t/TQ ~ , (l) 
where B le a constant of the thermletor and le any arbi­
trary reference temperature (58). For a dilute solution In 
which the eolvent obeys Raoult's lew, the thermodynamic 
®xpr@islon for the Tsrlatlon of the freezing point depree-
elon, A f, with concentration Is 
, ^ ^ A T , 
-^"*1 - TiiT" ' 
where X^, and A H° are, respectively, the mole fraction, 
freezing point and heat of fusion of the aolvent. The equa­
tion 
A 
-In In r/r^ (3) 
le obtained by elimination of A T/TT^ from equations 1 and 
2, If the usual approximation Is made that 
-in % = 
^ 1000 
where m is the molality end Vt^  is the molecular weight of 
the solvent, and if In r/r^ is expanded in terms of Ar/r^, 
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where r Is the reeistance change corresponding to the 
freezing point depreselon, equation 3 ©an he written as 
_ - 1000 A H® r. . /. , / . . s 2 . 1 
" • BBMi + .... J (1,) 
Equation ^ was ueed for the cslculations of the effec­
tive laolallty fro® the reelst&nce meeeuremente. 
The constant of the equation, (1000 AH°)/RBK-j^, was ex-
periaentally determined from meagureraentB of the change In 
therffilBtor reilstance (corresponding to a lowering of the 
freezing point of the eolvent) produced by the addition of 
phenanthrene in weighed Increaients to a known weight of ben­
zene. For this calibration. It wae asBimed that the benzene 
obeyed Raoult's lat# over the concentration range Investigated 
(zero to one mole percent eolute). 
The experimental data for the calibration of the 
thermistor are shown in fable 11, Experimental and calculated 
molality valuee are given for the eorreeponaing reeistance 
values.. fhe deviations of the calculated from the experi­
mental values of m tabulated In the last column give an 
indication of the accuracy of the method and the degree to 
which equation  ^ fits the data, fhe average deviation Is 
2,2 X 10 molality units; thlis is about one-half to one-
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fable 11. Calibration Data for the fhernilstor in Benzene 
2 2^ 
Tq Ar m X 10 ffi X 10 Am x 10 
ohffls calc. 
2299.10 
2288.93 
0.00 0.000 0.000 - - -
6.29 1.313 1.266 4.7 
12,42 2.502 2,496 0.6 
18.14 3.624 3.642 -1.8 
22.76 4.567 4.565 0.2 
28.08 5.640 5.626 1.4 
3^.92 6.996 6.983 1.3 
^9.53 9.921 9.875 4.6 
0.00 0.000 0,000 
7.52 1.530 1.520 1.0 
14.88 2.983 3.003 -2.0 
25.23 5.038 5.079 -4.1 
32.87 6.581 6.608 -2.7 
^3.13 8.649 8.647 0.2 
52.82 10.609 10.570 3.9 
ilv. dev. 2.2 
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fourth of that reported in the literature for other Blmilar 
measurements with theriiietore {55i 56). 
The source of the apparently systematic trend in the 
deviation shown in Table 11 ie not known. The trend in the 
deviations suggest that additional small terms are needed 
for a tegcriptlon of the thermistor resist&nce by equation 1, 
Non-ideality of the system can, of couree, be responsible for 
the observed deviationg at the higher concentratione although 
it does not seem probable that the trend could be attributed 
solely to this factor over the entire concentration range. 
The approximation of in terms of m and the omission of 
in the derivation of equation k have been found to in­
crease the deviation by only 15 percent without affecting 
the character of the trend (29). 
le a test of the accuracy with which molecular weights 
could be determined, the gyeteia naphthalene in benzene was 
studied, FroEB ffleaeuremente on ten concentratione of naph­
thalene up to 0.101 ffiolal, an average molecular weight of 
128.08 1: 0.66 was calculated, as compared to 128.18 for the 
theoretical value. The direct comparison of the results 
obtained elmultaneouely with a Beckman thermometer showed 
the greater accuracy of the thermietor method. The molecular 
i^eight® calculated from differential thermometer readings had 
thrice as large an average deviation with a nearly randoffi 
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scatter about the correct value. Remarkably accurate values 
of the heat of fusion of benzene were obtained when values 
of B determined from the comparative Beckmann readings were 
applied to the constant (lOOO AH*^)/BEM3^ obtained in the 
thermistor calibration (29). 
One difficulty encountered here was the tendency of the 
theraietor to undergo slow changes In resistance over a 
period of time. However, for the type of work described 
terein, this factor has been substantially eliminated by 
the us® of the expression relating the concentration and the 
ratio of the resistance change to the resistance at the 
freezing point of pure benzene. This required only that 
did not change during the run, a condition which was found 
to hold. The tw ierles of measuremente shown in Table 11 
were purposely chosen to deterialne the extent to which a 
sfflall change in affected the calibration. The runs vere 
carried out seven weeks apart, during which time, as a re­
sult of various treatments, had changed by several tenths 
of a percent. Moreover, the first set of data was obtained 
with undried bengene at one atmoephere (not the usual pro­
cedure), while the second was obtained under the vapor 
pressure of the solution using dry, vacuum-digtilled benzene. 
The effect of pressure on the freezing point of benzene has 
been reported as 0,003® deg. atmT^ (59), While this would 
affect the value of i»Q only slightly, an unknown but appar­
ently small concent rat ion of water condeneecl from the air 
would give an added increase to Much Binaller differences 
between values of r were found when the data were obtained 
o 
under filmilar conditions only a few days apart. 
